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B.Sc. General Examination 2022
(Under CBCS Pattern)

Semester - VI
Subject: COMPUTER SCIENCE

Paper: DSE 1B / 2B / 3B - T

Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Question Paper

VIDYASAGAR UNIVERSITY

DATA MINING

A. Answer the following questions : (any four) : 5×4=20

1. What is data mining ? What are the benefits of data mining?

2. Explain the four characteristics of data warehouse.

3. What are the issues in data warehouse & data mining ?

4. Differentiate between KDD and data mining.

5. Discuss the types of data mining.

6. How classification plays signigicance role in data mining ? Explain.
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B. Answer the following questions (any two) : 10×2=20

1. What are the applications of data warehouse ? Differentiate between data warehouse
and operational database. 4+6

2. Explain data warehouse architecture and its components. What is clustering ? 8+2

3. Write the short note about following (any two) : 5×2=10

(i) Evolution analysis

(ii) Decision tree

(iii) Text mining

4. Write an algorithm of data mining. Write a short note about web mining. 5+5=10
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OR

MOBILE APPLICATION

Part - A

Answer any four of the following questions : 5×4=20

1. What is UI event loop ? Explain the design pattern of MVC. 2+3

2. What are the major issues of mobile applications ? What are the purposes of using
accelerometer, GPS ? 3+2

3. What is a web service ? How a web service can be integrated with an Android
application ? 2+3

4. Briefly explain HTTP GET and POST methods. 5

5. What is the purpose of using JavaScript ? Explain with an example. 5

6. Discuss in detail about Android Stack. 5

Part - B

Answer any two of the following questions : 10×2=20

7. What is UI layout ? Explain different types of UI. What is the purpose of uning navigation
controller ? 1+7+2

8. Explain different types of database cursors. What is SQLite. 8+2

9. Explain the activity life cycle. What is purpose of Keychain ? 7+3

10. Write short notes on the following : 5+5=10

(i) REST API

(ii) Xcode IDE

Part - A

× =

UI event loop MVC design pattern +

Mobile applications major issues Accelerometer, GPS use +
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Web service web service Android application- integrate

+

HTTP GET POST method.

Java Script use

Android Stack

Part - B

× =

UI layout UI Navigation controller use

+ +

database cursor SQLite +

Activity life cycle Keychain use +

+

(a) REST API

(b) Xcode IDE

—————
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OR

E-COMMERCE TECHNOLOGIES

A. Answer any four of the following questions : 5×4=20

1. What is E-Commerce ? What are the benefits of E-Commerce ?

2. What is Hacking and Computer Virus ?

3. What is Firewell ? State the function of Firewall in e-commerce.

4. What are the security issues of E-commerce ?

5. What is e-payment ? Why is orientation and standardization required  for e-payment
businesses ?

6. Discuss about the web servers and their role in E-Commerce.

B. Answer any two of the following questions : 10×2=20

7. Discuss B2B and B2C model giving proper examples. Write a short note on www.
6+4

8. Write the short note about followings : 5×2

(i) RSA algorithm

(ii) Digital cash or e-cash

9. (a) What do you understand by Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) ? 5

(b) Distinguish between SSL and SET protocol. 5

10. (a) Explain CRM utility in India. 5

(b) Explain Token-based electronic payment systems. 5

A. × =
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B. × =

B2B B2C WWW

+

×

(i) RSA 

(ii)

(a)

(b)

(a) CRM utility

(b)

—————
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OR

CLOUD COMPUTING

Group - A

Answer any four questions. 5×4=20

1. What are the issues of Cloud Computing ? 5

2. What do you understand about Map Reduce ? 5

3. How cloud computing is applied for contact management and project management ? 5

4. Why virtualization of resources is required ? 5

5. Explain the properties of Virtual Machine. 5

6. Describe Software as a Service Security. 5

Group - B

Answer any two questions. 10×2=20

7. Describe the types of services (Software as Service, Platform as Service, Infrastructure
as Service, and Database as Service). 10

8. Explain different deployment models of cloud. 10

9. What are hypervisors ? Explain with suitable example. 10

10. How security and end user accessibility is maintained in Cloud Computing ? 10

Group - A

× =

Map Reduce
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Group - B

× =
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